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Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee Agenda

Redmond City Hall Conf. Room 207 - 411 SW 9th Street

Monday, March 5, 2018
4:00-6:00 PM
Agenda
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Katie Hammer,
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Scott
Bojanowski
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Braly
Shirlee
Evans
Andrea
Green
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Hundt
Hayes
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Mike
Ricketts
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Swift

TIME

ITEM

4:00 PM CALL TO ORDER / INTRODUCTIONS
4:05 PM APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a. February 5, 2018 (Exhibit 1)
4:10 PM ACTION ITEMS - None
4:10 PM

DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. 2018/19 Work Plan (Exhibit 2)

4:45 PM

B. Quiet Street Education Sign (Exhibit 3)

5:15 PM

C. Subcommittee Updates:
1. Deschutes Quiet Street Demonstration
2. Redmond Streets Alive
3. Wayfinding

5:45 PM CITIZEN COMMENTS
5:50 PM COMMITTEE COMMENTS
5:55 PM STAFF COMMENTS
6:00 PM ADJOURN

Next Meeting: April 2, 2018

Loryn Trail,
Ex Officio
Brook
Hewitt,
Student
Anyone needing accommodation to participate in the meeting must notify the City’s ADA Coordinator, at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting at 541-504-3036, or through the
Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS) which enables people who have difficulty hearing or speaking in the telephone to communicate to standard voice telephone users. If anyone
needs Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) or Speech To Speech (STS) assistance, please use one of the following TRS numbers: 1-800-735-2900 (voice or text), 1-877-7357525 (STS English) or 1-800-735-3896 (STS Spanish). The City of Redmond does not discriminate on the basis of disability status in the admission or access to, or treatment, or
employment in, its programs or activities.

Exhibit 1
DRAFT
CITY OF REDMOND
Community Development Department

411 SW 9th Street
Redmond, OR 97756-2213
Phone 541-923-7756
Fax 541-548-0706
www.ci.redmond.or.us

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MINUTES
February 5, 2018
Redmond City Hall, 411 SW 9th Street – Room 207, Redmond, Oregon
Committee Members Present: Chair Fred Bray, Scott Bojanowski, Andrea Green, Donald Hundt,
Hayes McCoy, David Swift (absent: Vice-Chair Katie Hammer, Bill Braly, Shirlee Evans,
Mike Ricketts; 1 vacancy)
Youth Ex Officio Absent: Loryn Trail
City Staff:
Scott Woodford, Senior Planner; Mike Caccavano, City Engineer; Cameron Prow,
TYPE-Write II
Visitors: None
Media: None

(Agenda items appear in the order discussed. The 3 digits after a motion title show the
number of committee members voting in favor/opposed/abstaining.)

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Bray called the regular meeting of the Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
(BPAC) to order at 4:07 p.m. on Monday, February 5, 2018, with a quorum of members (6 of 10) present.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A.
January 9, 2018
Motion 1 (6/0/0): Mr. McCoy moved to approve the minutes of January 9, 2018, as presented.
Mr. Hundt seconded the motion which passed unanimously.
ACTION ITEMS
None.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
A.
Transportation System Plan – Identification of Safety Issues
Mr. Caccavano provided (PowerPoint) an overview of the City’s TSP update and related projects.
Transportation options (bike, pedestrian, transit) are a bigger focus than they were in 2008 when
the last TSP was completed. The City consultant leading this effort, Kittelson & Associates, is
seeking input. A joint open house on the TSP and the South Highway 97 Corridor Plan will be held
Wednesday, February 7, 2018, 4-6 p.m., City Hall Rooms 207-208.
BPAC concerns included if trails in the new parks master plan would be incorporated into the TSP,
safety issues at 35th Street/Antler Avenue intersection (poor visibility, more construction traffic,
high-speed traffic), potential of more roundabouts on South Canal Boulevard, public notice to Canal
Boulevard residents affected by planned improvements, and potential realignment of Northwest
Way to address safety issues.

Exhibit 1
Mr. Caccavano responded to BPAC concerns about safety. Infrastructure improvements along
South Canal Boulevard are scheduled to start in March 2018. Results of a safety study by the
county, ODOT (Oregon Department of Transportation), City of Bend, and City of Redmond will be
shared when they become available.
Mr. Woodford asked members to e-mail bike, walk, and roll concerns about the TSP and South
Highway 97 corridor to him; he will share these with the City consultant.
B.

Quiet Streets Signage
Mr. Woodford presented a first draft of language to be used on educational “quiet street” signage.
He will meet with City Communications Manager Heather Cassaro about the proposed language.
BPAC comments included using more graphics and fewer words, making the sign more car- and
bike-friendly, adding a scan code to the sign so users could use their cell phones to get more
information, putting “quiet street” information on bus stop shelters, and changing the last bulleted
item on the sign language to read: “Vehicle drivers may want to avoid these streets.”

C.

Development Projects Review
Mr. Woodford discussed (PowerPoint) upcoming residential development projects including Triple
Ridge, Ridgeview Heights, Village at Ridgeview, and Prairie Crossing. A segment of the
Homestead Trail will be built along the COID (Central Oregon Irrigation District) easement in a later
phase of Triple Ridge.
BPAC concerns included who was responsible for building a bridge over the canal, if the bridge
would interfere with the ditch rider road, current path surface not bike-friendly, development north
of Ridgeview, and the City’s retaining an easement for trail access west of the canal.

D.

Subcommittee Updates
1.
Marketing – Bike, Walk, and Roll Implementation: No report.
2.

Deschutes Bike Boulevard Demonstration:
moving forward for spring 2018.

3.

Redmond Streets Alive: Mr. Woodford reported meeting last week with staff from the
Streets Division, and Police Department to resolve safety issues and potential conflicts with
the Redmond Street Fair which will also be going on. The subcommittee is now meeting
monthly but will meet more often as they get closer to the June 23, 2018, event. The next
step will be to figure out marketing. Anyone wanting to volunteer should contact him.

4.

Safe Routes to School: Mr. Woodford said new funding at the state level was not yet
available. The City will apply for funds when the administrative rules are in place.

5.

Downtown Bike Parking: Mr. Woodford said a temporary bike corral had been proposed
as part of the Redmond Streets Alive event. The City is still coordinating with businesses
regarding the actual site.

CITIZEN COMMENTS
None.

Mr. Woodford said this project was still
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COMMITTEE COMMENTS
Mr. Swift asked how many new homesites were planned in the new subdivisions and master plans.
Mr. Woodford said over 2,000 residential units had received some sort of approval. Mr. Caccavano said
developments in progress now included Redtail Ridge, Badger, Triple Ridge, and Canyon Ridge.
Ms. Green asked if a traffic light would be installed in Terrebonne to facilitate southbound traffic trying to
turn left onto Highway 97 from the O’Neill Junction. Mr. Caccavano said the O’Neill Junction was included
in Redmond’s TSP update.
STAFF COMMENTS
Mr. Woodford reported Leadership Redmond was fund-raising for a bike repair station in Sam Johnson
Park. BPAC members discussed potential sites.
Next meeting: Monday, March 5, 2018, 4 p.m.
ADJOURN
With no further business, Chair Bray adjourned the meeting at 5:10 p.m.
APPROVED by the Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee and SIGNED by me this
__________ day of _________________________, 2018.
ATTEST:
___________________________________
Fred Bray
Chair

____________________________________________
Scott Woodford
Senior Planner
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CITY OF REDMOND
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EXHIBIT 2
DATE:
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

March 5, 2018
Redmond Historic Landmarks Commission (HLC)
Deborah McMahon, Planning Manager
Scott Woodford, Senior Planner
2018/19 Work Plan Adoption

Report in Brief:
This report outlines the process for adopting the BPAC Work Plan for the upcoming 2017/18 fiscal year
and includes work plan items for consideration of adoption by the BPAC.
Discussion:
The 2017/18 fiscal year for the City of Redmond extends from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019. The
BPAC Work Plan will guide the work of the BPAC during that timeframe. The City Council adopts the
budget for next fiscal year each spring and takes the tasks and budget needs of each department and
committee into consideration during budget conversations. Typically, BPAC discusses the work plan at
the February meeting and approves it at the March meeting.
Staff has attached the 2017/18 Work Plan for reference (Attachment A), so BPAC can review what’s
been accomplished this year and which will also help inform what items may need to be continued into
the next years’ work plan. The basis for the Work Plan is the City Council adopted Bicycle Refinement
Plan, which contains the recommended action items for implementing the goals of the Plan (see
Attachment B), such as increasing the number of people biking (and walking) in Redmond.
In addition to any spillover items from this year’s work plan, staff has listed below other possible
2018/19 work plan items that can be included. BPAC members may also propose ideas not listed
during the meeting for group consideration.
1. Infrastructure Improvements:
a. Plan the South 15th Street Bike Route (from Obsidian Avenue to Highland Avenue)
b. Plan the 4th Street connection from Dogwood to Highland to connect the north and south
sections of the Homestead Canal Trail
c. Install additional Quiet Streets
d. Install Bike Corrals (expand on downtown to other areas)
e. Continue to implement the Safe Routes to School Project
2. Brand the System:
a. Continue to implement the BPAC Marketing Plan
b. Plan a bike and walking event – (Play Streets, Open Street, Sunday Parks, VolksWalk, Hunt
for History, Coffee in the Park, Kidical Mass, etc.)
----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Approved 2017/18 Work Plan
Attachment B – Bicycle Refinement Plan Recommendations

3. Educational Programming
a. Continue working with Commute Options to do education/bike rodeos to educate/encourage
kids to ride their bikes more and safely.
b. Other educational programming ideas: Help RAPRD expand their existing program
c. Bike safety at night awareness
4. Measure and Monitor Ridership
a. Continue (and expand?) bike and pedestrian counts
b. Monitor the success of the Quiet Street demo project
c. Figure out improvement targets – how do we measure and what is realistic?
We will devote time in the meeting to discussing these and other ideas for the work plan at the
meeting.

----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Approved 2017/18 Work Plan
Attachment B – Bicycle Refinement Plan Recommendations

Attachment A

Redmond Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee– Adopted 2017/18 Work Plan

BICYCLE GOAL: INCREASE RIDERSHIP IN THE CITY OF REDMOND WITH A FOCUS ON THE BASIC CYCLIST
STRATEGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVEMENTS

Action

Priority

Time-frame

Install, promote and monitor the Deschutes Avenue Quiet Street
demonstration project (user surveys, pre and post user counts,
ODOT video, etc.) and make improvements where necessary

Medium

6/30/18

Design and install bicycle and pedestrian wayfinding signage per
the Bicycle and Pedestrian Wayfinding Plan

High

6/30/18

Medium

6/30/18

COR, Redmond School District (RSD),
Urban Renewal Authority (URA), RAPRD

High

6/30/18

COR, RSD, BPAC

High

6/30/18

COR, BPAC, Planning Commission, City
Council

Implement the BPAC Marketing Plan

High

6/30/16

BPAC, Chamber of Commerce, RAPRD

Plan for and conduct a Play Streets event and commence planning
for an Open Streets event for summer 2019

High

6/30/18

Continue working with Commute Options and RAPRD on
educational programming for youth for biking and walking

High

6/30/18

Educate public on Quiet Streets (newsletters, signage, website,
etc.) commencing with bike boulevard demo project

Medium

6/30/18

Conduct Sept. Bicycle/Pedestrian Counts – consider 2nd count
when school is out, fewer count locations & investigate motion
sensor to count high activity areas, such as the Dry Canyon

High

6/30/18

Medium

6/30/18

Install bicycle parking (such as bike corrals) and bicycle repair
stations in destination points, such as downtown, schools,
commercial centers, parks, Dry Canyon etc.
Implement the Safe Routes to School project
Implement the Bicycle and Pedestrian Network Plan

BRAND THE SYSTEM

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMING

MEASURE AND
MONITOR RIDERSHIP

Establish Improvement Targets

Responsibility:
City of Redmond (COR), BPAC

COR, BPAC

BPAC, COR, RAPRD, Commute Options
RAPRD, RSD, BPAC and Commute
Options
BPAC, COR
BPAC, Community Volunteers

BPAC

The goal of the Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee is to increase bicycle ridership and walking in the City of Redmond.
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b:
Final Recommendations

implemented at low cost or without
extensive preparations. The strategy
The final Refinement Plan recommenda“Establish a Redmond Bicycle/Pedestrian
tions are based on the cumulative efforts
Action Committee” is further refined to
of the assessment process, community
the following recommended actions:
outreach, Stakeholder Advisory Group
• Increase Redmond presence on
(SAG) feedback, and evaluation criteria of
Deschutes County Bicycle Pedesthe proposed strategies. Final recommentrian Action Committee (BPAC)
dations include actions for community
• Foster a local user network
involvement and events programming, as
Increasing involvement on the Deschutes
well as implementation of new physical
County BPAC allows Redmond to build
bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure.
on the capacity and investment already
The strategies are further refined
existing in that organization. Establishing a
into a final set of immediate, near, and
local users’ network builds local capacity
long-term recommendations. Table 4
and supports local efforts.
on page 39 shows a list of the final
Education and support initiatives in
recommendations.
these recommendations are important
for building an active cycling constituImmediate Recommendations
ency. Figure 10 on page 40 shows an
The recommended immediate actions
illustration of a “Bike Redmond” website
include those strategies that can be

Recommendations
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that could be used as a communication
tool by a bicycle advocacy organization.
Similarly, Figure 11 on page 41 shows
illustrations of distinctive signage that
helps brand the system to new and
existing users.
Near-Term Recommendations
Near-term recommendations include
those strategies requiring somewhat
more financial or planning investment
than the immediate strategies.
The proposed strategies to implement
Dry Canyon-based loop routes and bikeboulevards are refined to one strategy of
identifying low-traffic streets to create a
continuous bike-route throughout Redmond. Prioritization of investments along
this route would include:
• Signage for branding & wayfinding

38
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• Enhanced crossings
• Bike corrals & parking
Implementation of a combination lowtraffic bike route/boulevard and multi-use
path is illustrated in Figure 12 on page
42. Similarly, Figure 13 on page 43
shows prioritization of cycling amenities
along bicycle routes.

and busy intersections. Figure 15 on
page 45 and Figure 16 on page 46
show illustrations of enhanced crossings
through and over difficult barriers.

Implementing separated facilities would
largely rely on creating rights-of-way
agreements along canals and BPA power
lines, as illustrated in Figure 14 on page
44. Connecting separated facilities may
Long-Term Recommendations
also require working with other types of
Long-term recommendations include
rights of way, as illustrated in Figure 12 on
those where financial investment in physi- page 42 and Figure 16 on page 46.
cal infrastructure is the greatest. However,
these strategies, which include improving
Illustrations
difficult intersections and implementing separated facilities, may be the best
The following pages provide illustrations
investments for attracting new cyclists.
of some of the recommendations.
Improving crossing enhancements includes identifying funding, and scheduling
bike/ped improvements to retrofit large

Attachment B

Table 4. Final Recommendations
Continue with the current Bicycle Master Plan
Increase Redmond’s presence on the Deschutes County Bicycle Pedestrian Action Committee
Foster a local user network
Immediate Strategies

Implement a branding program identifying the system to users and non-users alike
Develop community-supportive bicycling events
Adopt policies that implement a Complete Streets policy (preferred) or a bike maintenance plan
Adopt a pro-bike maintenance plan

Near-term Strategies

Long-term Strategies

Identify a bike route system on low-traffic streets, prioritize investments along this route
Establish baseline ridership counts and make improvement targets
Improve key-crossings
Implement separated facilities if demand for such facilities increases

Recommendations
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A. Bike Redmond Website
and Redmond Bicycle Map
Highlighted Recommendations:
• Brand the system
• Foster a local user network
Context:
Residents and visitors in Redmond often
request a map of existing bicycle routes
in Redmond. However, at this time, none
exists. According to our Best Practices
research, bicycle maps in other cities
have been a key low-cost, high-return
strategy to increasing bicycle ridership
and confidence.

and new cyclists in Redmond. This site
would be a relatively low-cost way to
provide information, education and materials to the general public.

events, information for Safe Routes to
Schools, helpful links to other cycling
organizations, and the digital Redmond
Bicycle Network Map.

Description:
Figure 10 provides an illustration of
“CHAIN” (Cultivating Healthy Active
Individuals and Neighborhoods), an
example of a city-hosted website that
would provide a forum for experienced

This website could be monitored and
updated by the new Redmond Bicycle
Pedestrian Action Committee (BPAC),
and host social networking among cyclists
in the community. The website could host
calendars of local and regional cycling

In addition to being available digitally (and
mobile optimized) on the website, the
Redmond Bike Network Map should
be available in print version at local
businesses, the Chamber of Commerce,
tourism offices, and other locations.
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Figure 10. Bike Redmond Website and Bicycle Network Map
Above: Illustration of potential Bike Redmond Website
Left: Proposed Redmond Bicycle Network Map Design

Attachment B

Figure 11. Redmond Cycling Signage

understand their proximity to key points
of interest, such as parks, schools, urban
districts, and other trails.

Highlighted Recommendation:
• Brand the system

Points of interest should be marked with
painted markings, inexperienced users
mileage and estimated time to location.
and visitors have no way of navigating the Other signage options include bike bouleextensive existing bicycle network in the vard/route markers and Dry Canyon Trail
city.
and Canal Trail markers.

Context:
Redmond currently has no bicyclespecific wayfinding signage along its existing on-street bicycle lanes and separated
multi-use paths. Aside from on-street

Rationale:
According to our Best Practices research,
bicycle wayfinding signage has one of
the best cost-to-benefit ratios of any
strategy. With signage, users are able to

B. Distinctive Redmond Bicycle
Signage and Wayfinding

Additionally, signage should reflect the
strong “Hub” branding seen throughout
Redmond and can also be included as
part of Downtown Urban Renewal
projects.

Recommendations
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Figure 12. Enhanced Crossing & Multi-Use Path
Crossing of Spudbowl Park from SW Deschutes Avenue & SW
Canyon Drive to SW Rimrock & SW Evergreen

C. Enhanced Crossing for
Multi-Use Path and Bike Route
Highlighted Recommendations:
• Identify low-traffic bike routes
• Implement separated facilities

wide, low-traffic north-south road with
some speed cushions that could serve
well as a low-traffic bike route

Description:
Figure 12 shows what the intersection of
SW Deschutes and Canyon Drive would
Context:
look like if Canyon Drive were a bike
The City of Redmond’s 2020 Compreroute and if the dirt road into Spudbowl
hensive Plan has highlighted east-west
connections as a key priority in improving Park was paved as a separated/multi-use
the bicycle/pedestrian network in the city. trail (above). The bike route along SW
One aspect of this is to provide access to Canyon Drive would be indicated by
already existing north-south trails like the painted sharrows on the road and distinctive signage. The newly created paved
Dry Canyon Trail.
trail would connect with the Dry Canyon
Deschutes Avenue is already slated for
Trail to the north with the Evergreen Trail
upgrade as part of the Downtown URA (below) and SW Rimrock to the west
Plan and it provides direct east side acand with the American Legion Park to
cess to Spudbowl Park and the Dry Can- the south.
yon Trail. Currently the access to the park
is in the form of a sloped, unimproved
dirt road. Further, SW Canyon Drive is a
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Figure 13. Downtown Bike Corral
Left: SW 6th Street at SW Evergreen
Above: Bike corral in downtown Portland

(Photo Source: City of Portland)

D. Bike Corral
Highlighted Recommendation:
• Prioritize improvements along existing bicycle routes, including parking
Context:
Bike parking corrals, a series of bicycle
parking units replacing parallel parking
spaces along main bike corridors, have

been implemented in various cities with
great success. These facilities provide
extra capacity for short cycling trips by
replacing 1-2 parking spaces with capacity
for 24-30 bicycles to park.
Description:
This rendering shows a bike corral, on
SW 6th Street at SW Evergreen. Several

Redmond downtown businesses owners
are regular bike commuters with many
using cycles to run business operations
and errands. Implementation of the bike
corral provides tangible support to the
cycling community.

Recommendations
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Figure 14. Separated Facility
Lateral B Canal Route in extreme southwest Redmond, N/NW of new Redmond
high school

ADA-compliant. Public access easements
will be necessary to allow public use of
the trails.
Description:
Figure 14 represents the kind of canal
trail infrastructure that will allow for
widespread use by a variety of user
groups: pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians
(where appropriate), children & adults,
and experienced & inexperienced cyclists.
E. Separated Facility
Highlighted Recommendation:
• Implement separated bike facilities
Context:
The Parks Master Plan (2008) includes a
Trails Master Plan that calls for new trails
along the right-of-way of irrigation canals.
Sections of these canal trails exist along
the Pilot Butte Canal (owned by Central
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Oregon Irrigation District) running northsouth between SW Canal Boulevard
and US 97. An additional trail exists west
of 27th Avenue between Hemlock and
Antler Avenues.
These trails as currently built are
not suitable for cycling, as they have
a cinder gravel surface. In addition,
many residents report that these trails
are poor for pedestrians and are not

Based on our community outreach, the
residents of Redmond have a primary
interest in seeing more separated/multiuse trails throughout the city, much like
the popular Dry Canyon Trail. Since the
City has agreements with the Irrigation
District for right-of-way along the numerous canals, there is an opportunity for a
widespread, comprehensive network of
multi-use trails to energize the city.

Attachment B

F. Key Crossings
Highlighted Recommendation:
• Focus on the key crossings
Context:
Respondents indicated that the US 97
and SW Veterans Way intersection is
difficult for cyclists.
Description:
Figure 15 shows what the intersection
of US 97 and SW Veterans Way would
look like if improvements were made to
increase cyclist and pedestrian visibility.
Left-turn bicycle boxes demarcate a “safe
haven” for bicyclists wishing to take a left
turn from one street to the other without having to cross several lanes of traffic
to make a “vehicular left”. Bicyclists wishing to turn left proceed straight through
the intersection on a green light phase

Figure 15. Bicycle & Pedestrian
Enhancement
US 97 & SW Veterans Way

and wait in the green painted bicycle box
on the far side of the intersection until
the cross street signal turns green. Bicyclists are most protected when vehicular
right turns are prohibited.
Curb extensions and triangular “pork
chop” curb extension islands bring the
sidewalk further into the intersection,
decreasing the crossing distance required
for pedestrians. The curb extensions

should be mountable for tractor-trailers
making right turns.
Green paint applications help denote
potential “conflict zones” between automobiles and bicycles. These applications
are suggested in places where automobiles are required to cross the bicycle
lane (such as when turning right from
SW Veterans Way eastbound to US 97
southbound).

Recommendations
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Figure 16. Bike Pedestrian Bridge
Illustration of Bicycle/Pedestrian
bridge of US 97 & BNSF Railroad

G. Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge

Description:
A bicycle-pedestrian bridge over US 97
Highlighted Recommendations:
and BNSF Railroad tracks would provide
• Key Crossings
• Implement separated bicycle facilities Redmond citizens with a safe, separated
crossing over what has been identified as
Context:
the most imposing barrier to increased
Mid-city crossings of US 97 and the
bicycle ridership.
BNSF Railroad are currently intimidating
for cyclists and pedestrians alike. Many
Through our survey, we have found that
employees and students are discouraged the bicycle facility type in most demand
by the community is separated, multifrom commuting by bike or foot to the
employment areas and community coluse paths. This bridge, located over the
lege in southwest Redmond.
central portion of US 97 near Veterans
46
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Way, would connect the residential areas
to the west of the highway and railroad
with the concentrated employment and
industrial areas on the east side.
Further, the bridge would serve as an
iconic gateway into the city and could
be financed as project in the Downtown
Urban Renewal Area.
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EXHIBIT 3
DATE:
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

March 5, 2018
Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
Deborah McMahon, Planning Manager
Scott Woodford, Senior Planner
Quiet Street Education Signage

Report in Brief:
This report provides an overview of the proposed educational signage to be provided with the
Deschutes Avenue Quiet Street.
Background:
The City of Redmond BPAC Work Plan includes a line item for installing a Quiet Street project along
Deschutes Avenue along with educational signage for the community to understand what they are and
how they work.
Discussion:
Attached is a second draft of language to be used on the sign, which seeks to make it more readable
for drivers and other street users. This was a comment from the last BPAC meeting. We will review
the latest iteration and refine it at the BPAC meeting.

----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Draft Signage

Attachment A

A Shared Use Street
• Expect Cyclists
• Reduce Speed
• Observe Bike
Sharrow Markers
• Bike with Flow of
Traffic
.

Learn More!
BIKEWALKROLLREDMOND.COM

